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Abstract—The emergence of edge computing has witnessed a fast-growing volume of data on edge devices belonging to different

stakeholders which, however, cannot be shared among them due to the lack of the trust. By exploiting blockchain’s non-repudiation and

non-tampering properties that enable trust, we develop a blockchain-based big data sharing framework to support various applications

across resource-limited edges. In particular, we devise a number of novel resource-efficient techniques for the framework: (1) the PoC

(Proof-of-Collaboration) based consensus mechanism with low computation complexity which is especially beneficial to the edge

devices with low computation capacity, (2) the blockchain transaction filtering and offloading scheme that can significantly reduce the

storage overhead, and (3) new types of blockchain transaction (i.e., Express Transaction) and block (i.e., Hollow Block) to enhance the

communication efficiency. Extensive experiments are conducted and the results demonstrate the superior performance of our proposal.

Index Terms—Big data, blockchain, collaborative edges, transaction offloading, consensus mechanism
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1 INTRODUCTION

WITH the significant improvements in cloud computing
technologies, an increasing amount of services are

deployed in the cloud, which might inevitably cause long
time latency for users [1], [2], [3]. Accordingly, edge comput-
ing emerges, effectively decreasing time latency via deploying
services at the edge of the network, such as mobile phones,
surveillance cameras, and Internet of things (IoT) sensors [4],
[5].More andmore users are surrounded by edge devices and
data belonging to different stakeholders [6], [7].

Unfortunately, these edge devices may not always coop-
erate with each other because they are in a distrusted envi-
ronment [5]. In some cases, malicious edge devices would
deny that they have read shared business data from others
even though they are benefited from it. Moreover, malicious
devices can do tampering when accessing these business
data. These distrust issues eventually cause non-collabora-
tion in edges.

In this paper, we study the distrust issues of big data shar-
ing in collaborative edges. A fewpreviousworks have investi-
gated how to solve the distrust issues. Hussain et al. [8]
proposed to first verify reputation via a centralized trusted
third party before performing data operations. However, this
approach may lead to high latency and the third party
becomes more vulnerable. Kantert et al. [9] have studied to
calculate credit scores to select a more reliable participant.
However, the credit scores are only suggestions for edges and
the malicious participant cannot be eliminated. Our goal is to
implement edge collaboration in the distrusted environment.

To this end, we propose to deploy blockchains for big
data sharing in collaborative edges. The blockchain is a pub-
lic append-only ledger carrying all transactions that have
been executed [10]. Every block carrying some transactions
is committed to the global blockchain. Since every partici-
pant has a copy of the blockchain, no one can reject to admit
the transactions of data flow from edge applications that
have been committed. Moreover, the blockchain can reach
global consensus on the whole sequence of transactions so
that a conflicting transaction will be dropped once it is com-
mitted. For example, this blockchain framework can prevent
malicious double-spending attack. This attack allows the
malicious participant to deny that they have benefited from
the collaboration.
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Although non-repudiation and non-tampering proper-
ties of the blockchain are promising, there are still some
challenges as follows:

� Edge devices are heterogeneous of computational
and network resources. Therefore, some edge devi-
ces with limited resources cannot support the opera-
tions related to blockchain and big data.

� Edge devices have limited storage resources, which
are hardly to store the whole ledger.

Different from existing blockchain for edge computing
[11], where the blockchain technology is employed without
taking the limitation of resources into consideration, we
design a green blockchain framework with reduced compu-
tational, storage, and network resource requirements for big
data sharing in collaborative edges. This framework, as
shown in Fig. 1, is divided into four layers, i.e., the Applica-
tion Programming Interface (API) layer, the cache layer, the
blockchain layer, and the storage layer. The details of the
framework design will be presented in Section 3. The API
layer and blockchain layer can directly access data from the
cache layer, rather than from the storage layer, which
reduces the response time and makes our system adapted
for big data sharing. This paper mainly focuses on the
design of the blockchain layer in the proposed framework,
especially in green consensus mechanism, transaction off-
loading, and efficient blockchain network. Our contribu-
tions are summarized as follows:

� We develop a green blockchain framework for big
data sharing in collaborative edges, considering the

challenging issues arose from the properties of edge
computing. This framework deploys a green consen-
sus mechanism in the collaborative edges called
Proof-of-Collaboration (PoC). Based on this PoC con-
sensus mechanism, edge devices compete for gener-
ating new blocks via showing their collaboration
credits instead of paying a significant amount of com-
putation to solve amathematics puzzle, which greatly
saves the computational resources in edge devices.

� We propose a futile transaction theory with the proof.
This theory shows the former transaction, whose out-
puts are all referenced by the latter transactions, is
useless for the validation of newly generated transac-
tion. Furthermore, we design a novel transaction off-
loading module based on Futile Transactions Filter
(FTF) algorithm, which contributes to reducing the
storage resources occupied by the blockchain.

� We propose Express Transactions (E-TX) and Hol-
low Blocks to enhance the network efficiency of the
proposed framework. The smart contract based E-TX
is designed for supporting the asynchronous valida-
tion of transaction. Moreover, Hollow Block which
can significantly reduce redundancy in block propa-
gation is proposed to further enhance the network
resource efficiency.

� Weperform extensive experiments on 16 RaspberryPi
microcomputers to demonstrate the high perfor-
mance of our proposal. These experimental results
show that PoCmechanism can reduce at most 90 per-
cent of computational resources than PoW mecha-
nism. Additionally, more than 95 percent of storage
resources and 27 percent of network resources can be
reduced by the transaction offloading module and
the optimizing methods, respectively. These practical
mechanisms can make better use of the edge network
capacity to support the trustful big data sharing.

The structure of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2
reviews the related works on edge collaboration and block-
chain technology. The green blockchain framework in collab-
orative edges is designed in Section 3. Section 4 demonstrates
the technical details of our proposed green PoC consensus
mechanism. How transaction offloading module helps to
reduce the storage resources is illustrated in Section 5. Sec-
tion 6 investigates the network patterns of the proposed
framework. We illustrate the proposed express transaction
and hollow block in this section. Section 7 performs extensive
experiments to show the performance of our proposal.

2 RELATED WORKS

In this section, we give an overview of edge collaboration
and blockchain technology.

2.1 Edge Collaboration

With the emergence of edge computing technology, the edge
collaboration issues are taken into great consideration [12].
Shi et al. [6] surveyed the edge computing and investigated
the challenges and opportunities. They explained the defini-
tion of edge computing and demonstrated many case stud-
ies, such as cloud offloading, video analytics, smart city, and
edge collaboration. Tran et al. [13] explored to implement

Fig. 1. Green blockchain framework in collaborative edges.
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mobile edge computing collaboration in 5G ecosystem. The
authors illustrated a context-aware and dynamic collabora-
tion infrastructure in the edge of Radio Access Network
(RAN) consisting of mobile edge devices, edge services, and
base stations, where the heterogeneous resources aremerged
at edges. Zhang et al. [14] developed a novel computing par-
adigm for big data sharing called Firework in collaborative
edges, where virtual shared data views are built and data is
transmitted to users through predefined interfaces. This
framework guarantees users’ privacy as well as solving the
response latency issue by pushing data to the network edges.
Wu et al. [15] proposed a two-step detection mechanism in
mobile edge collaboration, where users’ preferences are con-
cerned for constructing virtual communities and collabora-
tive clusters. Moreover, a video coding sharing mechanism
based on users identities is developed for flexible video dis-
tribution and decreasing energy consumption at the edge of
mobile networks. To adapt blockchain to the edge comput-
ing, Xiong et al. [16], [17] proposed to offload themining task
to the edge computing service providers, who make profit
by providing computational resource. In the proposed sce-
nario, Stackelberg game is used to optimize the price of the
resource. Stanciu [11] proposed to use blockchain as a dis-
tributed control system confirming to the IEC standard.
Samaniego et al. [18], [19] leveraged blockchain as the carrier
of the virtual resource, which is a kind of micro-services, to
reduce the computationmoving cost on edge hosts.

2.2 Blockchain Technology

Blockchain technology has aroused great interests from both
academic and industrial fields, including finance, e-health,
distributed system, etc. Christidis et al. [20] presented a
comprehensive survey on blockchain and claimed that the
blockchain can be employed to construct a resilient distrib-
uted system in which participants could interact with each
other without a trusted third party. They demonstrated that
the combination of blockchain and IoT can make significant
improvements. Azaria et al. [21] designed a blockchain
based system called MedRec for electronic medical record
management. In the MedRec, medical stakeholders such as
medical scientist and public health authorities are involved
as miners. Weber et al. [22] adapted blockchain for business.
The trust of blockchain underpins the international business
process. The authors performed three case studies to illus-
trate the feasibility of their proposed solution.

There were several works focusing on the inner mecha-
nism of blockchain technologies. Saito et al. [23] proposed
that blockchain can be regarded as a probabilistic state
machine, where the amount of participants is uncertain and
participants cannot make commitment on the decisions.
Eyal et al. [24] developed a novel Bitcoin-NG (Next Genera-
tion) protocol to improve the scalability, which belongs to a
kind of Byzantine fault tolerant protocol. In addition, a set
of metrics standard is introduced to quantify the security
and efficiency of the blockchain protocols. Lewenberg et al.
[25] designed a Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG) structure for
blockchain to enhance the throughout, where a block could
reference many predecessors. Miller et al. [26] proposed a
practical asynchronous HoneyBadgerBFT protocol. This
protocol can ensure normal operation without any time
assumptions on a wide area network more than 100 nodes,

and the throughput can achieve up to tens of thousands of
transactions per second. Milutinovic et al. [27] designed a
time- and energy- efficient blockchain consensus algorithm
based on extra trusted execution environments. The core
function of this algorithm is constructed on the random
number generation of the underpinned trusted execution
environment. Turesson et al. [28] proposed to use deep
learning model training rather than calculate hash in Proof-
of-Work consensus. Luu et al. [29] proposed a secure shard-
ing protocol for blockchain mining, which is also used in
Ethereum for improving the throughput and scalability.
Zheng et al. [30] gave an overview of classic blockchain
technologies from the aspects of the architecture and the
consensus. Based on this work, Bach et al. [31] performed a
further comparative analysis of several classic and modern
blockchain consensus algorithms from complexity, scalabil-
ity, security, and rewarding method.

Different from these previous works, we first develop a
green blockchain framework to enable trust for big data
sharing in collaborative edges. Then, we put forward green
PoC consensus mechanism in our framework to reduce
computational resources in edges, where edge devices give
their proof of contributing collaboration to compete for
block generation, rather than wasting computational resour-
ces to solve mathematic puzzle. Furthermore, we propose a
futile transaction theory and establish transaction offloading
module based on FTF algorithm for reduction of storage
resources occupied by blockchain. Finally, we design
Express Transaction and Hollow Block to reduce the usage
of the network resource in blockchain.

3 FRAMEWORK DESIGN

Edges consist of edge infrastructures, base stations, edge serv-
ers, and IoT edge devices, etc. Every edge links to the network
served by different Internet Service Providers (ISPs). In our
proposal, we deploy blockchain on these edges, where every
block contains multiple transaction logs of big data flows
among edge applications. For a more clear description of our
proposal, we demonstrate a green blockchain framework in
collaborative edges in this section. Our proposed framework
is divided into four layers, as shown in Fig. 1.

API layer offers interfaces for edge applications, which
abstract the functions of cache and blockchain layer to pro-
vide various calls for implementing edge collaboration. Spe-
cifically, API layer contains following operations:

� Read, write, and execute operations abstract transac-
tion construction in the blockchain layer.

� Policy configuration is designed to set the operation
permission to local data for other edge devices.

� Query operation can query operation record of other
edge devices on local data, where the latest opera-
tions of local data are stored in the local operation
module in cache layer.

The cache layer is designed to accelerate the responses to
the calls, and it contains local operations, invalidated blocks,
and useful blocks.

The blockchain layer implements the content of block-
chain in edges, including several modules as follows:

� First, transaction and block construction module
transforms the requests from the upper layer into
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transactions or blocks, which will be broadcast to the
entire edge network for validation.

� Second, transaction validation module contains vali-
dation rules, where the operation permission to local
data is often set for other edge devices via modifying
validation rules. Besides, transaction and block vali-
dation modules guarantee rules, which are founda-
tions of the green PoC consensus, as we will
illustrate in Section 4.

� Finally, transaction offloading module locates the
blocks with useful transactions, and then the useful
blocks are updated to the cache layer. This module is
designed to reduce storage resources occupied by
blockchain.

Storage layer in the bottom provides persistent storage
service for the upper layers.

4 GREEN POOF-OF-COLLABORATION CONSENSUS

MECHANISM

Blockchain is a distributed data structure and every partici-
pant keeps a copy of the entire blockchain [32], [33], [34].
The first class component in blockchain is named transac-
tion, which is a record of some asset transferring. These
transactions generated by different devices are validated
via a whole blockchain network, and are packaged into a
block by a miner. Then, miners keep consistency of blocks
validation via performing consensus mechanism. Finally, a
valid block is added to the blockchain.

4.1 Different Chain Types and Consensus

The blockchain has two types: a public chain and a consor-
tium (private) chain. If anyone can participate in a block-
chain network, the blockchain is naturally public or
consortium [35]. If every participant can take part in block-
chain operations, for example, competing to mine blocks or
proposing transactions, the blockchain is public [20]. Since
the public chain is open and competitive, the participants in
public chain network do not trust each other [36]. On the
contrary, the participants of a consortium chain network are
privileged and white-listed.

The differences between the two chain types result in dif-
ferent kinds of potential applied consensus protocols. Giv-
ing any participant an opportunity to mine blocks, Proof-of-
Work (PoW) makes a great success in Bitcoin, which is the
biggest public chain in the world [33], [34]. PoW requires
participants that compete for mining blocks to give the
proof of their work. This proof is a kind of mathematical
puzzle that is easy to be validated but extremely hard to be
solved, i.e., solving these kinds of puzzles consumes fabu-
lous amount of computational resources. In most cases, the
puzzle has the following form:

Find n

s.t. SHA256(SHA256(h:nÞÞ < target;
(1)

where “.” is a string concatenate operator, and h represents
the content of the newest block. The smaller the target is, the
more difficult the mining is. Later, the concept of Proof-of-
Stake (PoS) [37] has been proposed, and its main idea is that
stakeholders should show their stake of assets to compete

mining. It is a promising replacer of PoW, since it requires
quite less computational resources than that of PoW.

In addition, Practical Byzantine Fault Tolerant (PBFT)
and its variants are widely used in consortium chains,
which tolerate up to a third of participants that occur any
form of failure (Byzantine fault), given the number of partic-
ipants in advance and fixed [38].

Within the context of collaborative edges, as mentioned
above, every edge device is a participant of the network,
and may require to perform blockchain operations. More-
over, the number of edge devices, which should adapt to
the demand of users, is not fixed. As we mentioned in
Section 1, the blockchain based edge collaboration urges to
pursue a green solution because of the limited computa-
tional and storage resources. Hence, inspired by PoS and
PoW, we will illustrate PoC in details in next subsection.

4.2 Proof-of-Collaboration Mechanism

Edge devices give the proof of their contribution to collabo-
ration rather than solve meaningless mathematical puzzle
to obtain the privileges of collaboration. The key concept of
Proof-of-Collaboration is that participants contribute to the
big data sharing so that they can also benefit from other par-
ticipants’ collaboration. More specifically, the green PoC
consensus mechanism is designed as follows.

4.2.1 Collaboration Credit

In our design, the edge collaboration is underpinned by a new
asset called Collaboration Credit (CC), which is slightly similar
to BTC in Bitcoin [33] and ETH (GAS) in Ethereum [39]. This
means that the data flow from edge applications recorded by
transactions, i.e., collaborations, must be paid using CC in the
proposed framework. The CC used for this payment is dynam-
ically determined by collaboration feeF as

F ¼ c0

c� n
CC=kB; (2)

where c is a pre-defined throughput threshold, c0 represents
the average throughput of the entire network during recent
100 blocks, and n denotes the number of edge devices in the
network. The average network throughput c0 can be calcu-
lated by dividing the total size of transactions in recent 100
blocks by the time consumption of generating these 100
blocks. In practice,c equals to themaximumvalue of devices’
network capacity. According to the definition ofF , the frame-
work will decrease F to encourage collaboration when the
recent throughput is lower than the pre-defined threshold, or
increase F to reduce network overload when the throughput
is higher than defined. Moreover, the larger the amount of
edge devices is, the lowerF will be in the framework.

In the framework, CC can be gained by two approaches.
First, the block proposer can be rewarded a certain number
of CC by adding a new block to the blockchain successfully.
Second, the block proposer earns CC from the transactions
carried by the block. The collaboration fee F is used to eval-
uate the contribution, i.e., to prevent selfish applications
requesting shared data without sharing their own data. If
an edge application leverages data flow from other applica-
tions, it must contribute to the edge collaboration.
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4.2.2 Proof-of-Collaboration

In the framework, the way to propose a block is related to
the Persistence P, which is defined as the time since the last
CC changes. Our proposal has the following three core rules,
underpinned by CC and P, to guarantee itself a green
blockchain:

Rule 1 (Dynamic Difficulty). The mining in the proposed
PoC is different from Eq. (1). Mining in PoC is influenced by
dynamic difficulty, which is different from various participants.
It has the form as follows:

Find n

s:t: SHA256ðSHA256ðh:nÞÞ < CC � P � target;
(3)

where the target is the same as that in Eq. (1).

Rule 2 (Winner Initialization). The block proposer must pay
for himself when constructing the new block. The operation of
constructing the new block costs the CC of the proposer and
gives the same amount of CC as return, i.e., the payment
changes CC of the proposer, but proposers do not lose CC. In
addition, the new block pay the proposer extra CC � P � 0:001
percent as reward. According to the definition of P, the P of a
block proposer will be set to 0 when he successfully adds a block
to the blockchain.

Rule 3 (Partial competition). A block proposer must have
P 2 ½L;R�, where L is calculated by

L ¼ n

Q
; (4)

andR ¼ 3L. The value of Q can vary according to the collabo-
ration demand. A higher Q in Eq. (4) makes more intense com-
petition, and a lower Q decreases the security of the blockchain.
The typical value of Q is 0.75.

The guarantees provided by these three rules are
manifold:

� For a single edge device, the expectation of the needed
computational resources is quite lower than that in
PoW. [40] gives the expectation of the needed compu-
tational resources in PoW,which is

EPoW ¼
targetmax

target
� 232: (5)

However, according to Rule 1, the expectation in PoC
is

EPoC ¼
targetmax

CC � P � target
� 232 ¼ 1

CC � P EPoW: (6)

Constrained by Rule 2, only the winner of competi-
tion should clear its P. If an edge device fails in com-
peting to propose a block, its P is preserved. This
provides the its superiority in the next round of com-
petition for proposing block. However, the failed
nodes in PoWwaste their all computation [41].

� For the whole edge network, Rule 3 stipulates that the
block proposer should wait L to rejoin the competi-
tion for proposing the next block. This makes only a
part of edge devices in the network try to mine at the

same time, and reduces L=n computational resources
for the whole network. However, all the nodes in
PoW compete to mine all the time. Besides, the all-
nodes-competition in PoW makes a high possibility
that more than one node propose valid blocks, i.e.,
fork [34]. The fork wastes enormous computational
resources. Since not all the edge devices in PoC com-
pete at the same time, the fork rarely happens.

5 TRANSACTION OFFLOADING

In traditional blockchain, the historical blocks are stored in
every node. As we mentioned in previous section, as continu-
ous running of the blockchain, the size of these blocks
becomes larger and larger. Edge devices will not be able to
afford the storage size sooner or later [42], [43]. Moreover, a
new participant is expected to download these blocks before
joining the blockchain network, if he intends to validate the
new generated transactions [34]. Within the edge context, this
download operation costs enormous network resources,
whichmakes edge collaboration inefficient. In this section, we
first present how the transactions are organized. Then, the
proposed transaction filtering theory is illustrated in details.

5.1 Transaction Organization

In the blockchain, every transaction references one or more
previous transactions to support its validity. The structure
of mutual-reference transactions is depicted in Fig. 2. In the
inputs field, the transaction references a list of outputs which
belong to one or more previous transactions, and indicates
the indexes of outputs in transactions where they belong to.
In the blockchain, the node that performs transaction vali-
dation is called full node. The full node takes more than ten
procedures to verify whether a transaction is valid [44]. The
most essential idea is to check the assets which are used to
pay for the new generated transaction. Hence, for each input
in the transaction being validated, the full node will check
whether the referenced output exists. If not, the transaction
will be rejected. Additionally, the full node also protects
blockchain against double-spending issue, which is denoted
in Remark 1. This is because the same asset cannot be spent
more than once.

Fig. 2. References among transactions.
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Remark 1 (Double-spending). If one input references an
output that has already been spent, the transaction con-
taining this input is invalid, i.e., double-spending [45].

These validation procedures enlighten us that the block-
chain network can only preserve blocks whose transactions
might be referenced, which benefits us to resolve storage
and network crisis of blockchain in the edge. Motivated by
this, we propose a novel transaction offloading module,
which reduces the storage resource occupation of the block-
chain, based on a Futile Transactions Filter algorithm. We
illustrate the technical details in the following subsection.

5.2 Transaction Filtering Theory

As illustrated in Section 5.1, the outputs of valid transactions
are referenced by later ones. Based on the transaction orga-
nization, we have the following theorem:

Theorem 1 (Futile transaction). The transaction whose out-
puts are all referenced by the latter transactions is useless for
the validation of the new generated transaction.

Proof. According to Remark 1, a transaction whose outputs
are all referenced by the latter transactions cannot be ref-
erenced further, or the double-spending issue will occur.
If a new generated transaction references several previous
valid transactions, we know this transaction is valid. The
previous transactions are not involved in the process of
validation. Hence, the Theorem 1 is true. tu
Theorem 1 underpins our proposed FTF algorithm, as

shown in Algorithm 1. The FTF excepts the entire blockchain
stored in the edge device where it runs as an input. In lines
2-6, the FTF goes through all the transactions in the given
blockchain, searches every outputs referenced by other
transactions’ inputs, and marks these outputs as referenced.
After that, the FTF goes through all the transactions again,
marks the useful (non-futile) and futile transactions, as
shown in lines 7-15, respectively. Hence, the time complex-
ity of Algorithm 1 is OðnÞ, where n represents the number of
transactions in the blockchain.

Algorithm 1. Futile Transactions Filter

1: procedure FUTILE-TRANS-FILTER(B)
" B: a instance of blockchain

2: for all t 2 B:transactions do
" traverse all transactions in the chain

3: for all i 2 t:inputs do
4: MarkAsReferenced(i:txid; i:index)
5: end for
6: end for
7: for all t 2 B:transactions do
8: MarkAsFutile(t)
9: for all o 2 t:outputs do
10: if IsMarked(o)==false then
11: MarkAsUseful(t)

" A transaction is useful for future validation
" if the outputs of it are not all referenced

12: break
13: end if
14: end for
15: end for
16: end procedure

After FTF finishes the filtering of futile transactions, the
transaction offloading module locates the blocks that carry
useful transactions, and updates them to the cache layer. The
futile blocks, i.e., the blocks only carry futile transactions,
will be sent to stakeholder’s clouds for backup. Then, these
blocks will be dropped from edge devices. Because the Algo-
rithm 1 does not change the distribution and the amount of
computational resource of the whole network, it does not
increase the risk of being attacked by “51 percent attack”.
The offloading module runs periodically, and maintains the
amount of blocks at a low level all the time. For edge devices,
the offloadingmodule can reduce fabulous storage resources
occupied by blockchain, so that devices can operate more
edge applications, making them efficient and green.

6 BLOCKCHAIN NETWORK OPTIMIZATION

In this section, we first investigate the network utilization
pattern of the proposed PoC. Based on the pattern, we
improve the existing design of transactions and blocks to
enhance the network efficiency of the proposed green block-
chain framework.

6.1 Network Utilization Pattern

In blockchain, the consensus mechanisms such as PoW,
PBFT, and the proposed PoC have common basic procedures
in communication. On the one hand, all new transactions
need to be propagated over the entire blockchain network
for validation. On the other hand, if a participant finds the
solution of the current proof, the participant propagates its
block to all the participants seeking for acceptance [46].

From blockchain participant’s perspective, transactions
and blocks come at different time. Moreover, the propaga-
tions of transactions and blocks are later than the valida-
tions of them [47], which means when the participant is
performing validation, its network is idle.

For transactions or blocks, as illustrated above, the prop-
agations and validations are mutually exclusive. If we
model the blockchain network as a connected graph, the
total propagation time Tmax of a transaction or block can be
formulated by

Tmax ¼
X

i2Gmax^V
Tv
i þ

X

j2Gmax^E
Tc
j ; (7)

where Gmax is the longest path in the network, V is the set of
all participants, set E represents all connections between
participants, Tv

i represents the time of validation in partici-
pants i, and Tc

j represents the time of propagation in con-
nection j. Eq. (7) indicates that the propagations of
transactions or blocks are synchronous.

We further consider the relationship of the new transac-
tions and the new block. In blockchain, each participant
maintains a transaction queue. Once a new block is pro-
posed by a participant, it carries all the transactions in the
queue. As mentioned above, new transactions need to be
propagated over the entire blockchain network. Thus, most
of the transactions that a new block carries overlap with the
transactions in participants’ queues, i.e., participants waste
network resources to receive existing transactions in the
block propagation process. We use Qi to denote the
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transaction queue of participant i, according to the propaga-
tions of transactions, we have

jQ1 ^Q2 ^ � � � ^Qij � jQT j; (8)

where QT represents the transactions carried by the new
block.

The idle and waste of the network resources are two
main problems that limit big data application in collabora-
tive edges. To address these two problems, we design new
types of transaction and block. In the following two subsec-
tions, we illustrate the technical details of them.

6.2 Express Transaction

Based on the CC that is defined in Section 4.2, we propose the
express transaction, which supports asynchronous transac-
tion validation. Once a participant receives an E-TX, the par-
ticipant first propagates it, and then performs the validation.
We stipulate the issuer of an E-TX should pay the extra
“express deposit”, whose value equals to the value of the
outputs of the E-TX. The purpose of the express deposit is to
guarantee the validity of the E-TX. If the E-TX passes the vali-
dation, the express deposit will return to the issuer.

As shown in Fig. 3, technically, we use smart contract
[48] to support the proposed E-TX. If Alice wants to issue
an E-TX, she should first write a smart contract for manag-
ing the express deposit (procedure �1). This smart contract
only responds to the transactions from Alice. Then, Alice
constructs her E-TX, where the first and second outputs
must be set as the express deposit to the above smart con-
tract and any CC to Alice, by indicating the E-TX type in the
header of the E-TX. The rest inputs and outputs of the E-TX
can be customized, which is similar to the common transac-
tions. After that, Alice starts propagating. Once the partici-
pants in the network receive the header of an E-TX, they
propagate the header together with the body of the E-TX at
first rather than validate it (procedure �2). This method
reduces the total propagation time Tmax to

T 0max ¼ max
i2Gmax^V

Tv
i þ

X

j2Gmax^E
Tc
j : (9)

If the E-TX that Alice issues is valid, it will be packaged
to a block and added to the blockchain. Finally, Alice
issues a common transaction, whose only input references

the second output of the previous E-TX, and sets the
smart contract as the only output (procedure �3). This pro-
cedure asks the smart contract to return the express
deposit (procedure�4). If the E-TX is invalid, the final pro-
cedure will fail because the transaction cannot pass vali-
dation. The pseudo codes of the entire smart contract are
shown in Algorithm 2. Lines 7-13 show when the smart
contract is initialized, it has state 0. After the issuing of
the E-TX, the smart contract receives express deposit and
transfers to state 1. Lines 14-20 correspond to the return
of the deposit. Then the smart contract turns to state 2,
which indicates its finish. Note that an extra validation of
the smart contract should be added to the procedures of
transaction validation. The validation of the smart con-
tract is to avoid the risk of that an issuer can retrieve
express deposit after issuing an invalid E-TX.

Algorithm 2. Smart Contract for Express Deposit
Management

1: procedureMANAGE-EXPRESS-DEPOSIT(t)
" t: transaction

2: static P KEY  keyi
" keyi: public key of the issuer

3: static state 0
4: static deposit None
5: if t:key ¼ P KEY then
6: switch(state)
7: Case 0:
8: if t:output½0�:value ¼ t:value

2 and
9: t:output½1�:target ¼ P KEY then
10: state 1
11: deposit t
12: end if
13: return

" state 0: receive express deposit
14: Case 1:
15: if t:input:length ¼ t:output:length ¼ 1 and
16: t:input½0�:from ¼ deposit:output½1� then
17: SEND(P KEY , t:valueþ deposit:value

2 )
18: state 2
19: end if
20: return

" state 1: return deposit
21: Case 2:
22: return

" state 2: smart contract finishes
23: end if
24: end procedure

In the next subsection, we illustrate the proposed light-
weight block structure called hollow block in detail.

6.3 Hollow Block

In this part, the data structure in the block called Merkle Tree
[33] is introduced first. Then, we detail the mechanism of
building the proposed hollowblock based on theMerkle Tree.

6.3.1 Merkle Tree

In the Merkle tree, every leaf node contains the hash of a
transaction and every non-leaf node carries with the hash of
the concatenation of its child nodes’ hashes. The Merkle tree

Fig. 3. The procedures for issuing an E-TX.
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supports efficient validation of the transaction integration.
The Bitcoin stores the root of Merkle tree in every block for
helping new participants download blockchains. If some
transactions are tampered or broken during the download-
ing process, participants can utilize merkle tree to locate the
transactions and download them rather than download the
whole block again [49].

6.3.2 Redundancy Reduction

To reduce the redundancy among the new block and partic-
ipants’ queues of transactions, we propose the hollow block.
In our design, different from the traditional blockchain, the
hollow block consists of a block header together with the
hash list of the transactions it should contains. We replace
the Merkle root in the header of the hollow block with the
cryptographic hash of the entire hash list, compressing the
binary Merkle tree in traditional blockchain to a two layer
Merkle tree. Note that the hollow block does not carry any
transaction, which significantly reduces the network usage
in block propagation. When receiving a new hollow block,
the participant sorts the transactions in queue by chronolog-
ical. Then, the participant calculates the cryptographic hash
of these transactions and compares it with the Merkle root
of the received hollow block. If they are equal, the partici-
pant packages these transactions into the hollow block and
adds the hollow block to the blockchain. If they are not
equal, the participant compares the hash list in hollow block
with the transactions in queue to find all missing transac-
tions, and then downloads them from the blockchain net-
work. Note that the timestamp is determined by the
transaction so that the sort results in different participants
can keep consistence. Moreover, this timestamp will be
determined before its submission. There is an appropriate
tolerance in transaction propagation for its timestamp not
being consistent with the current time.

The above mechanisms in consensus mechanism, block-
chain storage, and blockchain network make blockchain a
practical technology in collaborative edges by reducing the
resource requirements of the blockchain. In the next section,
the performance analyses of the proposed mechanisms are
given.

7 EXPERIMENT

In this section, we first present the experiment settings. Then
the experiment results are analyzed from computation,

network, and storage aspects, respectively. Finally, we dis-
cuss the security limitation and generality of the proposed
mechanisms.

7.1 Experiment Setup

Our experiment is conducted on the RaspberryPi 2 model B
which equips with a 900 MHz quad-core ARM Cortex-A7
CPU, in Raspbian operation system [50]. Fig. 4 depicts our
experiment platform, where there are 16 RaspberryPi micro
computers that are deployed at our homes, laboratories,
outdoors, and offices. These RaspberryPi micro computers
access both wired and wireless networks.

We develop our proposed green blockchain using
Python 3.6. The implementation is multi-processed. Since
the Pickle module in Python uses extra spaces to serialize
transactions and blocks [51], we write customized codes for
serialization and unserialization.

The settings of experiments are illustrated in Table 1. We
measure the average hash rate and power of the used Rasp-
berryPis, where the hash operation is performed by
Python’s hashlib.sha256() library, and the power is mea-
sured with power supply in 5.25 V. To involve the factor of
heterogeneous in computational resources, the experiments
are divided into groups A, B, and C. Different groups have
distinct computational resources limitation. For example,
Table 1 indicates group A consists of two RaspberryPis run-
ning one core, six RaspberryPis running two cores, six Rasp-
berryPis running three cores, and the rest running four
cores. We measure the average hash rate and power of
them, where the hash operation is performed by Python’s
hashlib.sha256() library, and the power is measured with
power supply at 5.25 V. The data used for experiment is ran-
domly generated. If it is not specified, every transaction has
five inputs and outputs, while the number of transactions
per block t � Uð50; 1000Þ.

In next subsection, we give a comparison of the perfor-
mance of PoC with that of PoW, which is used in Bitcoin
and Ethereum. We also show how much the performance of
throughput, storage, and network can be enhanced by the
proposed mechanisms.

7.2 Experiment Results

The results of computational resources cost comparison are
shown in Fig. 5. The blockchain height refers to the amount
of blocks in the blockchain. The computational cost is the
number of hash operation that a block proposer tried, and is
evaluated by hashes. Constrained by Rule 1, our green
blockchain with PoC keeps mining easily in different
groups, which reduces at most 90 percent of computational
resources for a single miner.

Fig. 4. Experiment platform.

TABLE 1
The Settings of the Experiments

Cores Power (W) Hash Rate (MH/s) A B C

0 (idle) 1.2075 0 0 0 0
1 1.5225 0.133 2 4 6
2 1.785 0.266 6 4 2
3 1.995 0.414 6 4 2
4 2.2575 0.554 2 4 6

Note: Power is measured by PF9800 dynamometer.
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To show that the Rule 2 and Rule 3 help to reduce compu-
tational resources, we illustrate the amount of wasted
computational resources and energy in Figs. 6 and 7,
respectively. This metric is defined as Block Proposer
Hashes (BPH), which is calculated by BPH ¼ hashesa

hashesp
	 1,

where hashesa represents the number of hash operations
that all devices has performed to compete for proposing a
new block, and hashesp is the number of hash operations
that a block proposer has tried. Since Rule 2 and Rule 3
require a block proposer to stop mining for a while, only a
part of the blockchain network devices perform mining at
the same time. Figs. 6 and 7 show that our proposed PoC
does reduce quite a lot of computational resources and
energy cost on the edge network scale. In Fig. 7, the first

thousands of blocks consume much more energy then the
later blocks. This is because devices do not cumulate
enough CC in the initial stage, which can reduce the mining
consumption according to the Rule 1. After this stage, PoC is
able to save tons of energy for the edge network. We further
demonstrate the accumulative energy cost and computa-
tional resource usage of group A in Figs. 8 and 9 (the curves
of group B and C are similar to that of group A). As the pro-
posed framework running, the superiorities on energy and
computational resources reduction of PoC become more
and more obvious.

In Fig. 10, we demonstrate the storage costs of PoW and
PoC. We let the transaction offloading module run one time
when every 200 blocks are generated. The results show that

Fig. 5. Comparison of computational cost.

Fig. 6. Comparison of wasted hashes.

Fig. 7. Comparison of wasted energy.
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the storage cost grows linearly without transaction offload-
ing. Under the control of this offloading module, the storage
cost of our green blockchain grows slowly and is stabilized
at a low level. This is because the proposed module can rec-
ognize the transactions that cannot be further referenced
and upload them to the cloud for reducing storage.

We compare the network throughput of traditional
blockchain and blockchain with E-TX and hollow block
(indicated by HB) in Fig. 11. The throughput of blockchain
with E-TX is 17 percent higher than traditional blockchain.
Hollow block further enhances the throughput to 23 percent
higher than traditional blockchain. The enhancement is
mainly contributed by the asynchronous validation of E-TX
and the redundancy reduction provided by hollow block.

To show the capability of redundancy reduction, we
demonstrate the network usage of recording transactions
into blockchain with hollow block. Fig. 12 shows that the
hollow blocks reduce about 27 percent network usage of a
single participant by removing the redundancy between
participant’s queue and new blocks.

During the experiment, the average latency of submitting
a transaction is 38 ms, which is lower than the requirement
of latency (100 ms [52]) in 5G edge and IoT network [53],
[54]. For each data sharing operation, the proposed method
will bring 290 Bytes of communication overhead on aver-
age. In summary, the results of experiments show that our
proposed green blockchain is able to reduce enormous
computational, storage, and network resources, which helps
to solve the critical challenges we describe in Section 1.

7.3 Discussion

Security Limitation. The proposed PoC mechanism reduces
the waste of computational resource, enabling blockchain
based edge collaboration. Previous work indicates that the
security of the PoW protocol is based on the “wasted” com-
putation [55]. However, this assert is based on the threat
model that the adversary aims to control the whole system.
This model considers the blockchain system as an entity,
which actually is an extreme case. In more general models,
the adversary is able to start a double-spending attack if he
owns more computational resource than any of the partici-
pants. In this situation, the security performance is deter-
mined by the participant owning the most computational
resource. Therefore, the security level of PoW and PoC in
general cases can be the same.

Fig. 8. Accumulative energy.

Fig. 9. Accumulative hashes.

Fig. 10. Comparison of storage cost.

Fig. 11. Comparison of throughput.

Fig. 12. Comparison of network usage.
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Generality of Futile Transaction. The transaction offloading
module and its theory are based on Bitcoin-like organization
of transaction. The basic idea of futile transaction also works
for Ethereum and other blockchain implementation that are
based on transaction reference. The Futile Transactions Filter
in other implementation may be more complex. For Ether-
eum, the filter should analyze uncle block [39] in addition.

8 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS

With the explosive growing deployment of mobile digital
devices and sensors, we have witnessed the emergence of
edge computing. Edge computing technology enables com-
putation to be performed at the edge of network, where
users are now surrounded by large-scale edge devices of
different enterprises. However, enterprises do not trust
others, directly leading to non-collaboration among edge
devices of different enterprises. This paper studies the dis-
trust issues and employs the blockchain to enable trustful
big data sharing in edge collaboration. Although the non-
repudiation and non-tampering properties of the blockchain
is promising, the limited computational, network, and stor-
age resources in edge devices bring challenges to the design
of the blockchain. To this end, We construct a green block-
chain framework. First, we propose a green PoC consensus
mechanism in our framework, where edge devices give
their proof of contributing collaboration rather than con-
suming enormous computational resources to solve the
mathematic puzzle for the privilege of collaboration. Sec-
ond, we propose the futile transaction theory and design a
transaction offloading module based on the FTF algorithm
in our framework to reduce storage resources occupied by
the blockchain. Third, Express Transaction and Hollow
Block are proposed to enhance the network of the green
blockchain framework. Finally, extensive experiments show
the advantages and superiority of our proposal.

This paper mainly focuses on designing the blockchain
layer in our proposed framework. How to design these
layers in our proposed framework in a green and efficient
manner is still an open issue. We are motivated to complete
the whole framework design and further improve the per-
formance of our proposal in the future.
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